Summer University
Rabat-Agdal

Civic University

From 5 to 14 and from 16 to 25 july 2010

Concept
The Summer University Rabat-Agdal, organized in partnership between the Ministry for the
Moroccan Community Residing Abroad and the Faculty of Letters, University Mohammed
V, emanates from the principle of solidarity and participatory culture. It is based on a
content that invites reflection and creating a serene and constructive identity that stresses
diversity and the constant movement forward.
Its goal is to open a space for an active intervention of youth in discussions on issues
that affect them regardless of their membership in the North or South. It is also an area of
awareness on the social and cultural commitment which involves any action to reflection
and artistic creation.
The art, reflection, sharing, listening, intellectual exploration in The Summer University
Rabat-Agdal is not only limited to thought in its conventional sense, but on a model of
ethical knowledge, commitment and assumption of diversity as a heritage.
The Summer University Rabat-Agdal emanates from the importance of a direct
communication between youth to evaluate their belonging to an open society with its rich
patrimony and their essential role in strengthening such diversity and pluralism. Indeed,
this act of communication is indispensable for constructing a democratic society vis-à-vis
its relation with both itself and others.

Organizers :
Ministry in Charge of Moroccans Living Abroad
Faculty of Letters and Humanities (Mohammed V University Agdal Rabat)

Collaborators :
Research Group on Migration and Culture
Association Club 24
Association Jazz3/4
Foundation of International Institute of Mediterranean Theatre

Organizing Committee
Mourad El Fahli (Doctoral Candidate- Associative Actor)
Achraf Kabbouri (Associative Actor)
Hasna Fathi (Master’s Student- Associative Actor)
Fatima Zehra Blila (Associative Actor)
Safae Blila (Doctoral Candidate- Associative Actor)



Directors
Abderrahim Benhadda
(Dean Faculty of Letters and Humanities Mohammed V University Agdal Rabat))
El Arbi El Harti
(Professor Faculty of Letters and Humanities Mohammed V University Agdal
Rabat))

Didactic Approach
Summer University Rabat-Agdal offers participants a rich and eclectic program that
aims at introducing them to the social, political, economic and cultural reality of Morocco.
It also covers the different projects launched by his Majesty King Mohamed VI.
It is an academic, modern and syncretic program that takes into consideration the needs
and aspirations of the participants : Moroccan and foreign youth, issuing from diverse
European cultural realities.
In order to ensure dynamism and group interactivity, courses will be in the form of
workshops, animated by university professors, artists (musicians, painters, and writers),
civil society agents…etc.
Objective: create a generous space where knowledge and information are transmitted
through a dynamic exchange.



Program
5-16 July
9h30-11h

Regionalisation, Democracy and Development
Nourreddine Affaya (philosopher and HACA member)

Regionalisation has always been present in traditional Morocco. Today the kingdom
has gone beyond the phase of traditionalism. The advanced regionalism is both a
means of democratisation and development. This model may create a hybrid regional
form like that of Europe but inspired by Moroccan traditions as his Majesty said. It is
not an imitation of the European model, that is why his majesty invited the appointed
committee to “ create a Moroccan regional model, issuing from the specificity of our
country in which monarchy…remains the keeper of the nation’s unity.” For the king,
the Moroccan regionalisation should be a model for the developing countries.



11h-13h

Integration Encounter:

Moderators: Achraf Kabbouri/ Hasnae Fathi
Students from the faculty of letters Rabat and the participants Summer University RabatAgdal jointly animate an integration encounter. The themes and the format of tt the
encounter will be decided by students themselves.

15h-18h
A visit to Technopolis



6-17 July
9h30-13h

The plastic Arts: the Agitators of Modernity:
Aziz Daki (Artistic Director of Mawazine Festival and Gallery 21)
Mohammed El Baz (Artist-Painter)

The idea that rejects the priority of Art in Morocco is wrong. It is premised on obsolete and
unhealthy prejudices. It is the result of various reasons. First it interrogates the question of
creation. A country that does not represent itself through cultural practices risks amnesia.
The pictorial corpus is increasing and developing. A progress that is not only integrating
universal and multicultural visual values but going hand in hand with a secularisation
of the representation in Moroccan culture. This process of secularisation of images is a
means of understanding the world.

15h-16h
A visit to Marina de Salé
11

7-18 July
9h30-13h

A literature of the precarious

Hassan Najmi ( poet and Director of the book in the Ministry of Culture )
Mourad El Kadiri (Poet)
The literature written by men and women (and fortunately increasingly present during
these last years) is defined by an aesthetic exploration and constancy of the subject who
questions who questions not only him/her self but the surrounding as well. writing captures
the characters, places and situations, resulting from a changing world that addresses,
independently, issues of individualization. As an echo there is always an existential
malaise and a tense, paradoxical and ambiguous social climate. We should, however,
stress the difficulty of writing (in Morocco, there are not many professional writers) and
the precarious editorial (publishing houses are rare) has terrible consequenceson the
literary production in Morocco: the texts published each year(poetry, short stories, drama
and novels alike) do not exceed one hundred.

13

8-19 July

Projection du film

Les Oubliés

10h-13h

A cinema for everyone
Hassan Benjelloun (filmmaker)
Mourad el Fahli (a researcher in Film Studies)
Because of its new approach to reality, Moroccan Cinema is regaining the confidence
of the audience. Most of the filmmakers are young; the word youth in this sense has a
very particular sense: first it signifies liberation from the cultural paradigms of the past.
It is an aesthetic that is at once touched by a “brutal” realism. The prioritization of the
aesthetic aspect is indispensable for an independent artistic creativity. These films, with
their cinematographic beauty are inspired from aspects of life rarely considered before.
Cinema has, thus, widened its scope to encompass the internet, press, fairs and everyday
life.

15

9-20 July
10h-13h

Towards a convergent cultural strategy

Said Graiouid (director of research group Migration and Culture)
Taib Belghazi (director of Doctoral School)
Morocco has not established yet a cultural strategy structured around the idea of a federation
that may converge its cultural diversity. Moroccans, regardless of their religious, ideological
and ethnic belongings should come together under the rubric of citizenship where unity
and diversity are not incompatible but a force that re-evaluates unity. Making sense of our
diversity as a “set of distinctive, spiritual and materialistic features and traits that characterise
all societies” is also an economic task. From the riff to Sahara there is plenty of cultural
diversity (music, food, fashion, theatre…etc) to extract this diversity we have to innovate:
modernity is a patrimony in movement, a continuous reading of our fundamentals.

15h

A visit to Chellah
17

10-21 july
10h-13h

Rap : An expression of love towards patrimony
Hakmine-Tiralines-S-Girls (Rappers)

Moroccan rap is a musical style that is linked to the culture of hip hop throughout the
world. Yet, it distinguishes itself from occidental rap by its rootedness in Moroccan culture.
The debut of rap and urban culture in Morocco goes back to the 1980s. The end of the
1990s was characterised by the emergence of innovative artists. Rappers have used a
variety of sources including chaâbi, raï…etc in their music. There is still a tremendous
cultural resistance of this movement. Moroccan Rap, However, confirms its specific and
proper character, oscillating between opposing political messages and celebratory ones.

15h
A visit to Oudayas
19

11 et 22 July

Fez: A civilizational patrimony in dialogue with the
third millennium
Fez was one of the great capitals of the Arab-Muslim civilization as much as Damascus,
Baghdad and Cordoba. The city preserves a rich patrimony, including the biggest medina
in the world. It is an old museum that encompasses unique and wonderful artefacts.
The medina is characterised by its productive capacity (art industry), making of it a site
of artistic achievements as confirmed by the selection of the city by l’UNESCO as a
universal patrimony. As the spiritual capital of the country, Fez includes various sites of
knowledge, cult and sanctuary: the prestigious el Qaraouiyyîne mosque.
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12-23 july
9h-13h

The Boulevard :a space of diversity
The association Boulevard in Casablanca is pioneering in term of a cultural development
that encourages proximity and creation in Morocco. Through the Boulevard festival these
young social actors promoted the associative works through cultural practices. This
association, which integrates culture and development, contributed to the development
of the new musical scene in Morocco.

15h-16h

A visit to Kasbah de Mahdia
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13-24 july
9h-13h

The Ambassador of here and elswhere

Otman El Harti (Regional Advisor of Rhone-Alpes and Chairman of the
Commission on Urban Policy, Housing and Solidarity of the Rhone-Alpes)
In an increasingly globalized world, through technological development, it is interesting
to note the removal, withdrawal of the peoples of the world face the potential trade
opportunities presented by this new configuration. The history of the twentieth century
bore the stigmata of the absurdity of the fear culminating in the World War II and its
barbaric atrocity. Our stories are the story of a synthesis between two spaces that have
been considered to be irreconcilable. We are therefore the key to a vital informal diplomacy
underlined by a model that stresses economic, social and cultural development in line
with the interests and needs of our “Country-Roots” that we are here or elsewhere.
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14-25 juillet
20h

Concert
Hakmine-Tiralines-S-Girls in a Concert
These are three groups, consisting of girls and boys from three different regions of Morocco.
They are young, and driven by the grace of music, its rhythm and a new language, but
rooted in modernity and both deeply in dialogue with the country’s heritage. Their music,
their rhythm, and their clean and healthy body and mind are rooted in a renewed love
for their country; it is this love that structures their artistic creation. The concert they
offer in the context of the Summer University Agdal - Rabat is both a welcoming initiative
for young Moroccans from here and elsewhere and a site for meeting, exchange and
communion through music.
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